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Master 100% of the NGSS
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"I have watched my students grow in their learning of science and
the joy of thinking outside the box. The program is amazing."
—KARINA C., MARYLAND

Teachers are provided with all of the support needed to implement and assess the NGSS. Help students
master the Performance Expectations through a consistent 5E lesson model providing in-depth NGSS
instruction and assessment with Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate activities.
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Built for the Next Generation
Science Standards

NGSS printed on every page

5E model for every lesson

*

What are the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)?
The NGSS were created by science educators and science organizations to update content knowledge and to
incorporate practices of science. The NGSS resulted in several important shifts in the way science is taught:
»» Shift towards the doing of science, rather than only the knowledge of science facts
»» Shift to include engineering design at all grade levels
»» Shift towards fewer standards per grade, but each covered at greater depth
How does this change how teachers will teach science?
NGSS instruction incorporates a “3-Dimensional
Learning” approach where teachers are responsible
for preparing students to apply science knowledge
through hands-on Performance Expectations.
Teachers now need to integrate core ideas of
science with Science and Engineering Practices and
Crosscutting Concepts.
How does Exploring Science help
teachers make these changes?
»» Introduce Disciplinary Core Ideas
through compelling text and imagery
»» Provide hands-on practice in
applying the Disciplinary Core Ideas
with Investigate activities
»» Assess the Performance Expectations
with hands-on Science and
Engineering Practices and the
integration of Crosscutting Concepts

Grade 4
3-Dimensional Learning integrates
all aspects of the NGSS:
• Science and Engineering
Practices
• Crosscutting Concepts
• Disciplinary Core Ideas

Assessment opportunities include:
• Teacher and Student rubrics to assess
Performance Expectations
• Evaluate sections to asses Disciplinary
Core Ideas
• Unit Disciplinary Core Ideas review
questions
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Hands-on for NGSS and STEM
Exploring Science is designed to prepare students for the rigor of the Performance Expectations in
the NGSS allowing teachers to address STEM and the NGSS in one program!

Teachers are provided complete guidance and support for hands-on activities to
ensure successful implementation of the NGSS.

Exploring Science lessons start by introducing Disciplinary Core Ideas, then provides students
opportunity to practice applying those ideas through hands-on Investigate activities.

Simple materials are easy to
obtain and work with

Step by step instructions
for students

Hands-on materials kits are available separately.

Students use their own Science Notebooks to
record observations and data

Materials and tips help
prepare teachers for
hands-on activities

NGSS and lesson objective
printed on every page

5E model for every lesson

Grade 4
NGSS printed on every page
The example shows hands-on
practice of the Disciplinary Core Idea

Assessment for every lesson

Quick “Science in a Snap”
activities engage students
and demonstrate Disciplinary
Core Idea phenomena
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Data tables provided in Teacher’s Guide
and as separate Learning Masters for
student use

Literacy support for every
lesson

“The activities are hands on, engaging, and reach all levels of learners.”
—LAURA F., NEW JERSEY
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Interactive Technology
Turn the NGSS into an engaging student experience with the most
interactive and powerful digital program available.

English
and
Spanish

Digital Notebook
Exploring Science encourages notebooking
for students to record their observations and
data, to answer Wrap It Up! lesson questions,
to ask their own questions, and to create
drawings and writing based on the NGSS.

Transform student learning with the Exploring Science Interactive eBook:
»» Highly engaging, content-based activities at point-of-use
»» Enhanced content with videos, animations, and simulations
»» Improve student understanding with interactive content and vocabulary activities

The digital notebook is another opportunity
for students to answer questions and
practice the core ideas of the NGSS.

Info Pop-Ups
reveal
additional
content and
features

Audio support for
English and
Spanish versions

Interactivity
supports NGSS
content and
practices
Wrap It Up!
provides
ongoing
assessment
opportunities
Embedded videos
support Disciplinary
Core Ideas from the
NGSS, at point-of-use

Content practice with
vocabulary matching
activities

Interactive vocabulary with
pop-up definitions

View a sample of the Interactive eBook at: NGL.Cengage.com/ExploringScienceSample

Drawing tools allow
students to answer
Wrap It Up! questions
and express
knowledge of the
NGSS through visuals

Save drawings for
review later

Content Review Activities and Games
Wrap It Up! activities include interactive
content review with instant student
feedback:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Matching
Sequencing / ordering
Fill in the blank
Categorizing
Labeling
Multiple Choice

Teacher Resources
Learning and Assessment Masters in
English and Spanish include:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Teacher rubrics
Student rubrics
Data tables
Black line masters

ExamView Assessment:
»» Create and customize tests based on
Disciplinary Core Ideas from the NGSS
»» Print or export tests
Online Teacher’s Guide
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Go into the Field with
National Geographic Explorers
Students learn real-world applications of the Disciplinary Core Ideas and practices of the NGSS from
National Geographic Explorers and scientists. These diverse individuals model for students
how science content and engineering concepts help solve real-world problems.

These Explorers are on the cutting edge of their fields, making discoveries and pushing
scientific boundaries in order to bring back their inspiring stories to share with students
within Exploring Science.

»» Inspire students to think and act like real scientists and engineers
»» Travel with Explorers to the field through interviews and case study stories
»» Learn about exciting careers in science and engineering

Grade 4

Grade K

Grade 5

Grade K
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Grade 1
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NGSS Content and Literacy Support
The Exploring Science through Literacy program supports Exploring Science and the
Disciplinary Core Ideas from the NGSS. Multiple reading levels provide core idea content and
National Geographic images capture student interest. Online Teacher’s Guides support science
content and literacy skills in the same lesson.

Grades K–2

Grades 3–5

Support reading skills development and introduce core
ideas in science topics based on the NGSS. All levels
available in English and Spanish.

Continue more advanced literacy skills development
while engaging with amazing National Geographic
images and Explorers who introduce students to realworld science in English and Spanish.

Become an Expert
»» Designed for small
group reading
»» Three reading levels on
the same Big Ideas topic
»» Groups share and
compare what they learn
from their title

Use Exploring Science through Literacy to
supplement Exploring Science
During instruction from Exploring Science, use related Exploring Science through Literacy titles to extend
informational text reading and expand science content knowledge on specific Disciplinary Core Ideas.

Use Exploring Science as the
basis for Disciplinary Core Idea
instruction

People Change Land
Human activities change the environment. People build
roads and houses. They plant crops and build dams.
These actions use space that once provided habitats for
living things. When people cut down trees for wood, they
change the forest. Some forest animals move to other
places with trees, but others may die.

Grade 3 Example

But people have ways to save wild plants and animals.
People can plant young trees to replace the trees that are
cut down for wood. Families can plant native trees
and wildflowers in their yards. These plants
provide food and shelter for birds,
insects, and other animals.

LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics,
Functioning, and Resilience

Planting young trees helps a new forest grow.

LS4.D: Biodiversity and Humans

When trees are cut down
for wood, the forest
environment changes.

Wrap It Up!
1. List What are some human activities that change
the environment?
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Explore On Your Own
»» Designed for
independent reading
»» Three reading levels on
the same Big Ideas topic
»» Further exploration
on topics that interest
students

next generation science standards | DISCIPLINARY CORE IDEAS
LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and Resilience
When the environment changes in ways that affect a place’s physical
characteristics, temperature, or availability of resources, some organisms
survive and reproduce, others move to new locations, yet others move into the
transformed environment, and some die. (secondary to 3-LS4-4)
LS4.D: Biodiversity and Humans
Populations live in a variety of habitats, and change in those habitats affects the
organisms living there. (3-LS4-4)

2. Cause and Effect How does cutting down trees
in a forest affect the animals that live there?

3. Make Judgments What do you think is a good
way to protect the animals that live in forests? Explain.
49
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»» Designed for whole class or small group reading
»» Identical content and images at 3 reading
levels per title (Spanish available on-level only)
»» Each title contains 3–4 articles written in a
variety of genres
»» High-interest, student-centered topics

GENRE Opinion Piece
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Read to find out why we should save the rain forests.

Earth’s rain forests are in
danger. More than half of them
have been cut down or burned.
If people continue to remove
trees, scientists worry that the

Saving the
Rain Forests

rain forests could be gone in

Use Exploring Science
through Literacy to extend
reading on the same topic
Grade 3 Example
Tropical Rain Forest Adventure

100 years!
It’s important to save our
rain forests. They’re valuable
to wildlife, people, and the
environment. Their beauty
is enjoyed by people around
the world.

by Julia Osborne

Millions of plants and animals

Write About Big Books
»» Models persuasive writing
»» Used as a basis for
students to write
their own science
opinion piece
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Online Teacher’s Guides

live in rain forests. When forests

Literacy and science content program support.

might go extinct, or no longer

»» Introduce science background and vocabulary
»» Combine science content and literacy
instruction in one lesson
»» Includes ELL support
»» Additional writing and research activities
increase engagement

are cut down, there’s no place
for their creatures to live. They
exist on Earth.
When trees are cut down, there
are no roots to hold the soil in

Why would anyone
destroy a rain forest?

place. Wind and rain carry it
away. Trees can no longer grow

Some people cut down trees to make

on the bare land. Water rushes

room for crops or cattle. Others chop

down hills. Floods destroy farms

down trees to sell the wood or make

and villages.

paper. Still others want to build roads
and cities.
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“I love science, and I love this book!
I even read it when I’m not supposed to!”

Components

—2ND GRADE STUDENT, MARYLAND

Kindergarten

Interactive eBook

Teacher’s Guide

Big Books (Life, Earth, and Physical)

Grade 1

Interactive eBook

Grade 2

English
Student Book Spanish Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

Grade 3

Interactive eBook

Interactive eBook

English
Student Book Spanish Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

English
Student Book Spanish Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

Grade 4

English
Student Book Spanish Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

English
Student Book Spanish Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

Interactive eBook

Grade 5

Interactive eBook

on the

is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation
Science Standards was involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.
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